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Science to rescue EEC politics? 
Davignon tackles 
the agricultural 
policy problem 
Brussels 

Scientific research in Europe seems 
poised to play a most unaccustomed role : 
as a tool in a major political issue, one 
which threatens the European Economic 
Community: the ballooning cost of the 
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). 

The CAP, designed in part to keep con
tinental farmers on the land, consumes 
nearly three-quarters of the Community's 
budget, leads to enormous food surpluses, 
and threatens - politically - to blow the 
Community apart. Related policies of 
farming support in the United States also 
produce surpluses. Around 100,000 tonnes 
of butter, for example, are stored in a 
Kansas mountain; similar amounts cram 
cold stores in Europe. The consequent 
dumping of food on world markets is pre
cipitating something approaching a trans
atlantic food trade war. Meanwhile, much 
of the world starves for want of rice, not 
butter or powdered milk, wine or maize. 

The scientific initiative, designed to help 
solve the problems of CAP comes 
from the Vice President at the European 
Commission, Viscount Etienne Davignon 
- for whom everyone appears to jump 
when he wags a finger - and from his 
research director-general Professor Paolo 
Fasella. Between them they appear to be 
building the conceptual and political basis, 
both inside and outside the Commission, 
of a key role for research in agricultural 
policy, and, for that matter, in public 
health, which is another major financial 
headache for European governments . 

These initiatives, still at an early stage 
(they are yet to be formally discussed by the 
13 European commissioners), come after 
Davignon's success with Esprit, the 
Brussels programme for the information 
technologies. Davignon, assisted by 
Fasella's directorate, has steered Esprit 
through the labyrinth of EEC and national 
advisory committees, and around potential 
political opposition, with impressive 
speed. (The programme should start next 
year, only a year after conception. By 
comparison, an earlier and equally 
ambitious programme for biotechnology 
took seven years to reach this stage and is 
only just getting under way..) 

The agriculture research proposals are to 
be based above all on a detailed analysis of 
the Community's agricultural budget- on 
what costs most and why. Beyond that, 
they relate - for the moment - to five 
central objectives. 

The first objective is to reduce pro-
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duction and distribution costs, so that 
farmers can make their profit and maintain 
their living standards on a smaller volume 
of produce; the second, to upgrade the 
product; the third, to seek alternative uses 
of land and people; the fourth, to take 
account of the specific food needs of 
developing countries - or, more 
prosaically, the existing and potental world 
food market. And the fifth objective is to 
develop non-food products, such as energy 
and materials, based on agricultural 
production. 

For example, food storage losses are 
high, but might be reduced by a small 
amount of research and demonstration. 
On quality, Europe could aim to make a 
smaller quantity of a better wine, or to 
make high-value cheese from milk rather 
than low-value powder. ("It makes me 
mad that we distil wine and dry milk", says 
Fasella.) 

On alternatives, farmers could grow new 
crops, aided by a little research on what 
would grow where and be profitable. 
Fasella himself, before he joined the Com
mission from biotechnological research in 
Italy, had a hand in a successful project 
north of Rome. There, farmers agreed to 
change from the production of price-sup
ported wheat to strawberries and flowers, 
with the help of a little science and low 
technology. 

And on agricultural industry, Europe 
could, for example, re-examine the use of 
wood as a material and chemical feedstock. 
"Lignin (a major wood-waste] is still too 
little studied", Fasella says. 

Exactly when these and related pro
posals will bear fruit in the form of research 
contracts with the Commission is not clear, 
but the ideas are now roughly at the stage of 

Esprit a year ago. Britain is pushing hard 
for reform of CAP. Most nations at least 
recognize its over-weight, and all might see 
the emerging research proposals as a useful 
aid to change - or to defusing a politically 
dangerous situation. If things moved as 
fast as Esprit, there could be tenders by 
1984. 

Besides agriculture, health is also on 
Commission minds. The cost of the Euro
pean public health services (Ill ,000 million 
European units of account a year - £61 
million- for the 10 EEC countries except 
Greece, according to World Health Organ
ization figures) could also be reduced by 
the right kind of research, Davignon and 
Fasella are arguing. The bulk of health ser
vice costs come in hospitalization, and 
only 14-15 per cent in drugs. The drug 
companies have had little motivation to 
develop preventive therapeutic measures 
- but the profitability of new drugs is de
clining rapidly. On both sides, therefore, 
and in other sectors of the health industry, 
there is an interest in a new approach . As 
in the agricultural sector, the Commission 
should start by an analysis of costs, 
Davignon and Fasella argue. From that 
point, financial priorities will determine 
research and development needs and ulti
mately new products. 

Overly ambitious? "We are not aiming 
to be an eleventh state [beyond the ten of 
the EEC]' •, Fasella insisted last week. 
Rather, the Commission is determined to 
act as a strong service - to provide new, 
realistic means of action for member 
governments . And for the first time, it 
seems - if Davignon can convince his 
fellow commissioners - research and 
development are going to be serious tools 
of that action. RobertWalgate 

Carter appointees leave NSF 
Washington 

Edward A. Knapp, the new director of 
the National Science Foundation (NSF), 
has arranged the departure of the three 
other past presidential appointees at NSF. 
The surprise move apparently came at the 
request of the White House which aims to 
install its own appointees and replace 
"holdovers" from the Carter 
Administration. 

Donald N. Langenberg, deputy director 
of the nation's basic science agency, which 
is traditionally viewed as nonpolitical, will 
leave by the end of the year, at the request 
of Knapp and the White House. 
Langenberg, who is on leave from the 
University of Pennsylvania, had been a 
candidate for the director's job. The 
sudden departure took even NSF's 
governing board by surprise. 

A second Carter appointee, Eloise E. 
Clark, deputy director for biological, 
behavioural and social sciences, has 

reportedly submitted a letter, stating her 
intention to resign, also at Knapp's urging . 

Francis S. Johnson, deputy director for 
astronomical, atmospheric, earth and 
ocean sciences, also plans to go. His three
year leave of absence from the University 
of Texas at Dallas expires soon anyway. 

The departures fuelled rumours that the 
Reagan Administration is politicizing the 
NSF. But a source close to the foundation 
said that "NSF is due for a surprisingly 
large increase in the fiscal1984 budget, and 
Knapp was under pressure to have his own 
people there" in time for the 
announcement of the figure in January. 

The chairman of the National Science 
Board, Dr Louis Bramscomb, said he had 
no information suggesting that the 
departures imply political influence but, he 
said, "that could show up if Ed Knapp is 
not given the independence to pick 
replacements with the highest 
professionalism. Deborah Shapley 
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